
Steven Johnson, for instance, acknowledges that some TV
shows and video games do perhaps "dumb us down," but argues
that the more sophisticated ones actually deepen our intelli-
gence and sharpen our ability to follow multiple plot lines and
narratives. Amy Goldwasser also challenges the idea that
today's popular media are a vast wasteland by asking us to
rethink core assumptions many of us hold about emai1, the
Internet, and other forms of online communication. Douglas
Rushkoff argues that Bart Simpson offers a model of subversive
thinking that can help us view the political establishment more
critically, and Antonia Peacocke suggests the same is true of
Family Guy, even if it sometimes takes things "too far."

These views are countered not only by Will but also by Roz
Chast, who shows what instant messaging would have done to
Shakespeare's lofty language, and also by Naomi Rockler-
G1aden, who argues that today's media are so permeated by
petty consumer values that they have blunted our critical capac-
ities. Sherry Turk1e looks askance at today's media-saturated
culture, but for a slightly different reason-because of the way
cell phones, computers, and other portable technologies
undermine public spaces and community. Dana Stevens, on the
other hand, doesn't really buy any of the above arguments, ques-
tioning those who think TV is "good" for us as well as those

who think the opposite.
As the final author in this unit, Gerald Graff shifts the focus

of the debate slightly, asking us to consider not just what media
texts we consume but how (with what kind of intellectual atten-
tion) we consume them and suggesting that it matters less
whether we read Marvel comics or Macbeth, as long as we
approach what we read with a critical eye and question and
theorize about it in analytical, intellectual ways.

Watching TV Makes You Smarter

SCIENTIST A: Has he asked for anything special?
SCIENTIST B: Yes, this morning for breakfast ... he requested something
calted "wheat germ, organic honey and tiger's milk."
SCIENTIST A: Oh, yes. Those were the charmed substances that some years
ago were felt to contain life-preserving properties.
SCIENTIST B: You mean there was no deep fat? No steak or cream pies or

... hot fudge?
SCIENTIST A: Those were thought to be unhealthy.

-From Woody Allen's Sleeper

ON JANUARY 24. the Fox network showed an episode of its
hit drama 24, the real-time thriller known for its cliffhanger
tension and often-gruesome violence. Over the preceding
weeks, a number of public controversies had erupted around
24, mostly focused on its portrait of Muslim terrorists and its
penchant for torture scenes. The episode that was shown on
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the twenty-fourth only fanned the flames higher: in one scene,
a terrorist enlists a hit man to kill his child for not fully sup-
porting the jihadist cause; in another scene, the secretary of
defense authorizes the torture of his son to uncover evidence
of a terrorist plot.

But the explicit violence and the post-9/11 terrorist anxiety
are not the only elements of 24 that would have been unthink-
able on prime-time network television 20 years ago. Alongside
the notable change in content lies an equally notable change
in form. During its 44 minutes-a real-time hour, minus 16
minutes for commercials-the episode connects the lives of 21
distinct characters, each with a clearly defined "story arc," as
the Hollywood jargon has it: a defined personality with moti-
vations and obstacles and specific relationships with other char-
acters. Nine primary narrative threads wind their way through
those 44 minutes, each drawing extensively upon events and
information revealed in earlier episodes. Draw a map of all those
intersecting plots and personalities, and you get structure that-
where formal complexity is concerned-more closely resembles
Middlemarch than a hit TV drama of years past like Bonanza.

For decades, we've worked under the assumption that mass
culture follows a path declining steadily toward lowest-
common-denominator standards, presumably because the
"masses" want dumb, simple pleasures and big media For other ways

companies try to give the masses what they want. But of representing
as that 24 episode suggests, the exact opposite is hap- "standard

views," seepening: the culture is getting more cognitively demand-
p.22.

ing, not less. To make sense of an episode of 24, you
have to integrate far more information than you would have a
few decades ago watching a comparable show. Beneath the vio-
lence and the ethnic stereotypes, another trend appears: to keep
up with entertainment like 24, you have to pay attention, make

inferences, track shifting social relationships. This is what I call
the Sleeper Curve: the most debased forms of mass diversion-
video games and violent television dramas and juvenile sit-
coms-turn out to be nutritional after all.

I believe that the Sleeper Curve is the single most impor-
tant new force altering the mental development of young peo-
ple today, and I believe it is largely a force for good: enhancing
our cognitive faculties, not dumbing them down. And yet you
almost never hear this story in popular accounts of today's
media. Instead, you hear dire tales of addiction, violence, mind-
less escapism. It's assumed that shows that promote smoking or
gratuitous violence are bad for us, while those that thunder
against teen pregnancy or intolerance have a positive role in
society. Judged by that morality-play standard, the story of pop-
ular culture over the past 50 years-if not SOO-is a story of
decline: the morals of the stories have grown darker and more
ambiguous, and the antiheroes have multiplied.

The usual counterargument here is that what media have 5

lost in moral clarity, they have gained in realism. The real world
doesn't come in nicely packaged public-service announce-
ments, and we're better off with entertainment like The Sopra-
nos that reflects our fallen state with all its ethical ambiguity.
I happen to be sympathetic to that argument, but it's not the
one I want to make here. I think there is another way to assess
the social virtue of pop culture, one that looks at media as a
kind of cognitive workout, not as a series of life lessons. There
may indeed be more "negative messages" in the mediasphere
today. But that's not the only way to evaluate whether our tel-
evision shows or video games are having a positive impact. Just
as important-if not more important-is the kind of thinking
you have to do to make sense of a cultural experience. That is
where the Sleeper Curve becomes visible.



Consider the cognitive demands that televised narratives place
on their viewers. With many shows that we associate with
"quality" entertainment-The Mary Tyler Moore Show, Murphy
Brown, Frasier-the intelligence arrives fully formed in the
words and actions of the characters on-screen. They say witty
things to one another and avoid lapsing into tired sitcom
cliches, and we smile along in our living rooms, enjoying the
company of these smart people. But assuming we're bright
enough to understand the sentences they're saying, there's no
intellectual labor involved in enjoying the show as a viewer.
You no more challenge your mind by watching these intelli-
gent shows than you challenge your body watching Monday
Night Football. The intellectual work is happening on-screen,

not off.
But another kind of televised intelligence is on the rise.

Think of the cognitive benefits conventionally ascribed to read-
ing: attention, patience, retention, the parsing of narrative
threads. Over the last half-century, programming on TV has
increased the demands it places on precisely these mental fac-
ulties. This growing complexity involves three primary ele-
ments: multiple threading, flashing arrows and social networks.

According to television lore, the age of multiple threads
began with the arrival in 1981 of Hill Street Blues, the Steven
Bochco police drama invariably praised for its "gritty realism."
Watch an episode of Hill Street Blues side by side with any major
drama from the preceding decades-Starsky and Hutch, for
instance, or Dragnet-and the structural transformation will
jump out at you. The earlier shows follow one or two lead char-
acters, adhere to a single dominant plot and reach a decisive
conclusion at the end of the episode. Draw an outline of the

narrative threads in almost every Dragnet episode, and it will
be a single line: from the initial crime scene, through the inves-
tigation, to the eventual cracking of the case. A typical Starsky
and Hutch episode offers only the slightest variation on this lin-
ear formula: the introduction of a comic subplot that usually
appears only at the tail ends of the episode, creating a structure
that looks like the graph below. The vertical axis represents the
number of individual threads, and the horizontal axis is time.

•• !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ••

Starsky and Hutch (any episode)

A Hill Street Blues episode complicates the picture in a num-
ber of profound ways.The narrative weaves together a collection
of distinct strands-sometimes as many as 10, though at least
half of the threads involve only a few quick scenes scattered
through the episode. The number of primary characters-and
not just bit parts-swells significantly. And the episode has fuzzy
borders: picking up one or two threads from previous episodes
at the outset and leaving one or two threads open at the end.
Charted graphically, an average episode looks like this graph:

Critics generally cite Hill Street Blues as the beginning of 10

"serious drama" native in the television medium-differentiat-
ing the series from the single-episode dramatic programs from
the 1950s, which were Broadway plays performed in front of a



camera. But the Hill Street innovations weren't all that origi-
nal; they'd long played a defining role in popular television,
just not during the evening hours. The structure of a Hill Street
episode-and indeed of all the critically acclaimed dramas that
followed, from thirtysomething to Six Feet Under-is the struc-
ture of a soap opera. Hill Street Blues might have sparked a new
golden age of television drama during its seven-year run, but it
did so by using a few crucial tricks that Guiding Light and Gen-
eral Hospital mastered long before.

Bochco's genius with Hill Street was to marry complex nar-
rative structure with complex subject matter. Dallas had already
shown that the.extended, interwoven threads of the soap-opera
genre could survive the weeklong interruptions of a prime-time
show, but the actual content of Dallas was fluff. (The most prob-
ing issue it addressed was the question, now folkloric, of who
shot l·R.) All in the Family and Rhoda showed that you could
tackle compl~x social issues, but they did their tackling in the
comfort of the sitcom living room. Hill Street had richly drawn
characters confronting difficult social issues and a narrative
structure to match.

Since Hill Street appeared, the multi-threaded drama has
become the most widespread fictional genre on prime time: St.
Elsewhere, L.A. Law, thirtysomething, Twin Peaks, N.Y.P.D. Blue,
E.R., The West Wing, Alias, Lost. (The only prominent holdouts
in drama are shows like Law and Order that have essentially
updated the venerable Dragnet format and thus remained
anchored to a single narrative line.) Since the early 1980s, how-
ever, there has been a noticeable increase in narrative complexity
in these dramas. The most ambitious show on TV to date, The
Sopranos, routinely follows up to a dozen distinct threads over
the course of an episode, with more than 20 recurring charac-
ters. An episode from late in the first season looks like this:

The total number of active threads equals the multiple plots
of Hill Street, but here each thread is more substantial. The
show doesn't offer a clear distinction between dominant and
minor plots; each story line carries its weight in the mix. The
episode also displays a chordal mode of storytelling entirely
absent from Hill Street: a single scene in The Sopranos will often
connect to three different threads at the same time, layering
one plot atop another. And every single thread in this Sopranos

5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ~

Starsky and Hutch (any episode)



Shortly after the arrival of the first-generation slasher movies-
Halloween, Friday the 13th-Paramount released a mock-slasher
flick called Student Bodies, parodying the genre just as the
Scream series would do 15 years later. In one scene, the oblig-
atory nubile teenage baby sitter hears a noise outside a subur-
ban house; she opens the door to investigate, finds nothing and
then goes back inside. As the door shuts behind her, the cam-
era swoops in on the doorknob, and we see that she has left

the door unlocked. The camera pulls back and then swoops
down again for emphasis. And then a flashing arrow appears
on the screen, with text that helpfully explains: "Unlocked!"

That flashing arrow is parody, of course, but it's merely an
exaggerated version of a device popular stories use all the time.
When a sci-fi script inserts into some advanced lab a nonsci-
entist who keeps asking the science geeks to explain what
they're doing with that particle accelerator, that's a flashing
arrow that gives the audience precisely the information it needs
in order to make sense of the ensuing plot. ("Whatever you do,
don't spill water on it, or you'll set off a massive explosion!")
These hints serve as a kind of narrative hand-holding. Implic-
itly, they say to the audience, "We realize you have no idea
what a particle accelerator is, but here's the deal: all you need
to know is that it's a big fancy thing that explodes when wet."
They focus the mind on relevant details: "Don't worry about
whether the baby sitter is going to break up with her boyfriend.
Worry about that guy lurking in the bushes." They reduce the
amount of analytic work you need to do to make sense of a
story. All you have to do is follow the arrows.

By this standard, popular television has never been harder
to follow. If narrative threads have experienced a population
explosion over the past 20 years, flashing arrows have grown
correspondingly scarce. Watching our pinnacle of early '80s TV
drama, Hill Street Blues, we find there's an informational whole-
ness to each scene that differs markedly from what you see on
shows like The West Wing or The Sopranos or Alias or E.R.

Hill Street has ambiguities about future events: will a con-
victed killer be executed? Will Furillo marry Joyce Davenport?
Will Renko find it in himself to bust a favorite singer for
cocaine possession?But the present tense of each scene explains
itself to the viewer with little ambiguity. There's an open

episode builds on events from previous episodes and continues
on through the rest of the season and beyond.

Put those charts together, and you have a portrait of the
Sleeper Curve rising over the past 30 years of popular television.
In a sense, this is as much a map of cognitive changes in the
popular mind as it is a map of on-screen developments, as if
the media titans decided to condition our brains to follow ever-
larger numbers of simultaneous threads. Before Hill Street, the
conventional wisdom among television execs was that audi-
ences wouldn't be comfortable following more than three plots
in a single episode, and indeed, the Hill Street pilot, which was
shown in January 1981, brought complaints from viewers that
the show was too complicated. Fast-forward two decades, and
shows like The Sopranos engage their audiences with narratives
that make Hill Street look like Three's Company. Audiences
happily embrace that complexity because they've been trained
by two decades of multi-threaded dramas.

Multi-threading is the most celebrated structural feature of IS

the modern television drama, and it certainly deserves some
of the honor that has been doled out to it. And yet multi-
threading is only part of the story.



question or a mystery driving each of these stories-how will
it all turn out?-but there's no mystery about the immediate
activity on the screen. A contemporary drama like The West
Wing, on the other hand, constantly embeds mysteries into the
present-tense events: you see characters performing actions or
discussing events about which crucial information has been
deliberately withheld. Anyone who has watched more than a
handful of The West Wing episodes closely will know the feel-
ing: scene after scene refers to some clearly crucial but unex-
plained piece of information, and after the sixth reference,
you'll find yourself wishing you could rewind the tape to figure
out what they're talking about, assuming you've missed some-
thing. And then you realize that you're supposed to be con-
fused. The open question posed by these sequences is not "How
will this turn out in the end?" The question is "What's hap-
pening right now?"

The deliberate lack of hand-holding extends down to the 20

micro level of dialogue as well. Popular entertainment that
addresses technical issues-whether they are the intricacies of
passing legislation, or of performing a heart bypass, or of oper-
ating a particle accelerator-conventionally switches between
two modes of information in dialogue: texture and substance.
Texture is all the arcane verbiage provided to convince the
viewer that they're watching Actual Doctors at Work; sub-
stance is the material planted amid the background texture that
the viewer needs to make sense of the plot.

Conventionally, narratives demarcate the line between tex-
ture and substance by inserting cues that flag or translate the
important data. There's an unintentionally comical moment in
the 2004 blockbuster The Day After Tomorrow in which the
beleaguered climatologist (played by Dennis Quaid) announces
his theory about the imminent arrival of a new ice age to a

gathering of government officials. In his speech, he warns that
"we have hit a critical desalinization point!" At this moment,
the writer-director Roland Emmerich-a master of brazen arrow-
flashing-has an official follow with the obliging remark: "It
would explain what's driving this extreme weather." They might
as well have had a flashing "Unlocked!" arrow on the screen.

The dialogue on shows like The West Wing and E.R., on the
other hand, doesn't talk down to its audiences. It rushes by, the
words accelerating in sync with the high-speed tracking shots
that glide through the corridors and operating rooms. The char-
acters talk faster in these shows, but the truly remarkable thing
about the dialogue is not purely a matter of speed; it's the will-
ingness to immerse the audience in information that most view-
ers won't understand. Here's a typical scene from E.R.:

[WEAVERANDWRIGHTpush a gurney containing a 16-year-old girl.
Her parents, JANNA AND FRANK MIKAMl, follow close behind.

CARTERAND LUCYfall in.]
WEAVER: 16-year-old, unconscious, history of biliary atresia.

CARTER:Hepatic coma?
WEAVER:Looks like it.
MR. MIKAMI:She was doing fine until six months ago.

CARTER:What medication is she on?
MRS. MIKAMI:Ampicillin, tobramycin, vitamins a, d and k.

Lucy: Skin's jaundiced.
WEAVER:Same with the sclera. Breath smells sweet.

CARTER:Fetor hepaticus?

WEAVER:Yep.
Lucy: What's that?
WEAVER: Her liver's shut down. Let's dip a urine. [To CARTER]
Guys, it's getting a little crowded in here, why don't you deal with

the parents? Start lactulose, 30 cc's per NG.



CARTER:We're giving medicine to clean her blood.
WEAVER:Blood in the urine, two-plus.
CARTER:The liver failure is causing her blood not to clot.
MRS.MIKAMI:Oh, God ....
CARTER:Is she on the transplant list?
MR.MIKAMI:She's been Status 2a for six months, but they haven't
been able to find her a match.
CARTER:Why? What's her blood type?
MR. MIKAMI:AB.
[This hits CARTERlike a lightning bolt. Lucy gets it, too. They
share a look.]

popular TV had a generation ago, but when it comes to story-
telling, they possess a quality that can only be described as sub-
tlety and discretion.

There are flashing arrows here, of course-"The liver failure is
causing her blood not to clot"-but the ratio of medical jargon
to layperson translation is remarkably high. From a purely nar-
rative point of view, the decisive line arrives at the very end:
"AB." The 16-year-old's blood type connects her to an earlier
plot line, involving a cerebral-hemorrhage victim who-after
being dramatically revived in one of the opening scenes-ends
up brain-dead. Far earlier, before the liver-failure scene above,
Carter briefly discusses harvesting the hemorrhage victim's
organs for transplants, and another doctor makes a passing ref-
erence to his blood type being the rare AB (thus making him
an unlikely donor). The twist here revolves around a statisti-
cally unlikely event happening at the E.R.-an otherwise per-
fect liver donor showing up just in time to donate his liver to
a recipient with the same rare blood type. But the show reveals
this twist with remarkable subtlety. To make sense of that last
"AB" line-and the look of disbelief on Carter's and Lucy's
faces-you have to recall a passing remark uttered earlier
regarding a character who belongs to a completely different
thread. Shows like E.R. may have more blood and guts than

Skeptics might argue that I have stacked the deck here by focus-
ing on relatively highbrow titles like The Sopranos or The West
Wing, when in fact the most significant change in the last five
years of narrative entertainment involves reality TV. Does the
contemporary pop cultural landscape look quite as promising if
the representative show isJoe Millionaire instead of The West Wing?

I think it does, but to answer that question properly, you
have to avoid the tendency to sentimentalize the past. When
people talk about the golden age of television in the early '70s-
invoking shows like The Mary Tyler Moore Show and All in the
Family-they forget to mention how awful most television pro-
gramming was during much of that decade. If you're going to
look at pop-culture trends, you have to compare apples to
apples, or in this case, lemons to lemons. The relevant com-
parison is not between Joe Millionaire and MASH; it's between
Joe Millionaire and The Newlywed Game, or between Survivor
and The Love Boat.

What you see when you make these head-to-head compar- 25

isons is that a rising tide of complexity has been lifting pro-
gramming at the bottom of the quality spectrum and at the top.
The Sopranos is several times more demanding of its audiences
than Hill Street was, and Joe Millionaire has made comparable
advances over Battle of the Network Stars. This is the ultimate
test of the Sleeper Curve theory: even the junk has improved.

If early television took its cues from the stage, today's real-
ity programming is reliably structured like a video game: a series



of competitive tests, growing more challenging over time. Many
reality shows borrow a subtler device from gaming culture as
well: the rules aren't fully established at the outset. You learn
as you play.

On a show like Survivor or The Apprentice, the participants-
and the audience-know the general objective of the series,
but each episode involves new challenges that haven't been
ordained in advance. The final round of the first season of The
Apprentice, for instance, threw a monkey wrench into the strat-
egy that governed the play up to that point, when Trump
announced that the two remaining apprentices would have to
assemble and manage a team of subordinates who had already
been fired in earlier episodes of the show. All of a sudden the
overarching objective of the game--do anything to avoid being
fired-presented a potential conflict to the remaining two con-
tenders: the structure of the final round favored the survivor
who had maintained the best relationships with his comrades.
Suddenly, it wasn't enough just to have clawed your way to the
tOPiyou had to have made friends while clawing. The original
Joe Millionaire went so far as to undermine the most funda-
mental convention of all-that the show's creators don't openly
lie to the contestants about the prizes-by inducing a con-
struction worker to pose as man of means while 20 women com-
peted for his attention.

Reality programming borrowed another key ingredient from
games: the intellectual labor of probing the system's rules for
weak spots and opportunities. As each show discloses its con-
ventions, and each participant reveals his or her personality
traits and background, the intrigue in watching comes from fig-
uring out how the participants should best navigate the envi-
ronment that has been created for them. The pleasure in these
shows comes not from watching other people being humiliated

on national television; it comes from depositing other people
in a complex, high-pressure environment where no established
strategies exist and watching them find their bearings. That's
why the water-cooler conversation about these shows invari-
ably tracks in on the strategy displayed on the previous night's
episode: why did Kwame pick Omarosa in that final round?
What devious strategy is Richard Hatch concocting now?

When we watch these shows, the part of our brain that mon-
itors the emotional lives of the people around us-the part that
tracks subtle shifts in intonation and gesture and facial expres-
sion-scrutinizes the action on the screen, looking for clues.
We trust certain characters implicitly and vote others off the
island in a heartbeat. Traditional narrative shows also trigger
emotional connections to the characters, but those connections
don't have the same participatory effect, because traditional
narratives aren't explicitly about strategy. The phrase "Monday-
morning quarterbacking" describes the engaged feeling that
spectators have in relation to games as opposed to stories. We
absorb stories, but we second-guess games. Reality programming
has brought that second-guessing to prime time, only the game
in question revolves around social dexterity rather than the
physical kind.

The quickest way to appreciate the Sleeper Curve's cognition 30

training is ro sit down and watch a few hours of hit program-
ming from the late '70s on Nick at Nite or the SOAPnet chan-
nel or on DVD. The modern viewer who watches a show like
Dallas today will be bored by the content-not just because the
show is less salacious than today's soap operas (which it is by
a small margin) but also because the show contains far less



information in each scene, despite the fact that its soap-opera
structure made it one of the most complicated narratives on
television in its prime. With Dallas, the modern viewer doesn't
have to think to make sense of what's going on, and not hav-
ing to think is boring. Many recent hit shows-24, Survivor,
The Sopranos, Alias, Lost, The Simpsons, E.R.-take the oppo-
site approach, layering each scene with a thick network of affil-
iations. You have to focus to follow the plot, and in focusing
you're exercising the parts of your brain that map social net-
works, that fill in missing information, that connect multiple
narrative threads.

Of course, the entertainment industry isn't increasing the
cognitive complexity of its products for charitable reasons. The
Sleeper Curve exists because there's money to be made by mak-
ing culture smarter. The economics of television syndication
and DVD sales mean that there's a tremendous financial pres-
sure to make programs that can be watched multiple times,
revealing new nuances and shadings on the third viewing.
Meanwhile, the Web has created a forum for annotation and
commentary that allows more complicated shows to prosper,
thanks to the fan sites where each episode of shows like Lost
or Alias is dissected with an intensity usually reserved for Tal-
mud scholars. Finally, interactive games have trained a new
generation of media consumers to probe complex environments
and to think on their feet, and that gamer audience has now
come to expect the same challenges from their television shows.
In the end, the Sleeper Curve tells us something about the
human mind. It may be drawn toward the sensational where
content is concerned-sex does sell, after all. But the mind also
likes to be challenged; there's real pleasure to be found in solv-
ing puzzles, detecting patterns or unpacking a complex narra-
tive system.

In pointing out some of the ways that popular culture has
improved our minds, I am not arguing that parents should stop
paying attention to the way their children amuse themselves.
What I am arguing for is a change in the criteria we use to
determine what really is cognitive junk food and what is gen-
uinely nourishing. Instead of a show's violent or tawdry con-
tent, instead of wardrobe malfunctions or the F-word, the true
test should be whether a given show engages or sedates the
mind. Is it a single thread strung together with predictable
punch lines every 30 seconds? Or does it map a complex social
network? Is your on-screen character running around shooting
everything in sight, or is she trying to solve problems and man-
age resources? If your kids want to watch reality TV, encour-
age them to watch Survivor over Fear Factor. If they want to
watch a mystery show, encourage 24 over Law and Order. If
they want to playa violent game, encourage Grand Theft Auto
over Quake. Indeed, it might be just as helpful to have a rat-
ing system that used mental labor and not obscenity and vio-
lence as its classification scheme for the world of mass culture.

Kids and grown-ups each can learn from their increasingly
shared obsessions. Too often we imagine the blurring of kid and
grown-up cultures as a series of violations: the 9-year-olds who
have to have nipple broaches explained to them thanks to Janet
Jackson; the middle-aged guy who can't wait to get home to
his Xbox. But this demographic blur has a commendable side
that we don't acknowledge enough. The kids are forced to think
like grown-ups: analyzing complex social networks, managing
resources, tracking subtle narrative intertwinings, recognizing
long-term patterns. The grown-ups, in turn, get to learn from
the kids: decoding each new technological wave, parsing the
interfaces and discovering the intellectual rewards of play. Par-
ents should see this as an opportunity, not a crisis. Smart





this great leap forward in human cognition: "multi-threading.")
In other words, if I understand correctly, watching TV teaches
you to watch more TV-a truth already grasped by the makers
of children's programming like Teletubbies, which is essentially
a tutorial instructing toddlers in the basics of vegging out.

As long as Johnson defines intelligence strictly in quantita-
tive cog-sci terms ("attention, patience, retention, the parsing
of narrative threads," etc.), his case may seem solid. Those of
us who grew up in caveman days, fashioning crude stone tools
while watching Starsky and Hutch, are indeed now better
positioned than our forebears to follow such complex narrative
fare as The Sopranos (though the analogy is faulty in that The
Sopranos is clearly one of the high-end, sophisticated shows of
its day, better compared to '70s offerings like Soap or Mary Hart-
man, Mary Hartman). But does that make us any smarter?

Not only does Johnson fail to account for the impact of the
16 minutes' worth of commercials that interrupt any given
episode of, say, 24 (a show he singles out as particularly "nutri-
tional"), but he breezily dismisses recent controversies about
the program's representation of Muslim terrorists or its implicit
endorsement of torture, preferring to concentrate on A mix offormal
how the show's formal structure teaches us to "pay atten- and informal
tion, make inferences, track shifting social relation- s~'es~sappro-
h' "W' , " f" I ' pnate InSIpS. alt a mmute-Isn t a IctlOna program s

"Slate." Seeconnection to real-life political events like torture and Ch t
ap er 9 on

racial profiling one of the "social relationships" we mixing styles
should be paying attention to? 24 is the perfect example in academic
of a TV show that challenges its audience's cognitive writing.
faculties with intricate plotlines and rapid-fire information
while actively discouraging them from thinking too much about
the vigilante ethic it portrays. It's really good at teaching you
to think ... about future episodes of 24.

Johnson's claim for television as a tool for brain enhance-
ment seems deeply, hilariously bogus-not unlike the graphi-
cally mesmerizing plot diagram he provides of "any episode" of
Starsky and Hutch as a foil for the far fancier grid representing
The Sopranos. (No matter how many times I return to that
Starsky and Hutch diagram, it remains funny-in contrast to,
say, the latest episode of Joey.) But I don't know that I have a
lot more sympathy for the wet-blanket Puritanism of the anti-
TV crowd.

Today being the first day of this year's TV Turnoff Week, 5

there are a lot of articles out there about what Lisa Simpson
would call the "endumbening" effect of television viewing. [An]
interview with Kalle Lasn, a co-founder of TV Turnoff Week
who also edits the "culture-jamming" journal Adbusters, focuses
on the TV-B-Gone, a hand-held remote-control device that
can switch off most television sets from between 20 and 50 feet
away, restoring calm to public places like airports, bars, or
banks. The device seems appealingly subversive, but ultimately,
its function as a tool of social control can't help but invoke the
very content-based censorship that the PBS crowd so deplores.
There's an inescapably patronizing tone in the marketing of the
TV-B-Gone, illustrated by Lasn's explanation of why he failed
to zap one bank of public screens: "I was at the airport the other
day, and there was a big TV set that a number of people were
watching, and for some reason I didn't want to switch it off
because it was some nature show." SO a football game in a bar
is zapworthy, but spacing out to leopards in the Qantas termi-
nal is A-OK? What if the nature show is violent, like the Dis-
covery Channel's Animal Face-Off? What if the zapper is not
an anti-television liberal, but a right-winger offended by Will
and Grace's living arrangement, or Janet Jackson's breast? Who
decides?




